1. The results. The most concrete result of this paper is Theorem 1. Let f(x, y) be a continuous double-periodic function satisfying/(x + 1, y)=f(x, y + l)=/(x, y). Let a, ß be arbitrary. Then there exist x, y, y having f(x, y) = f(x, y + 0) -/(«+ a, y) = fix + a, y + ß).
Thus / maps the vertices of a certain parallelogram into a single number. In [l] I proved the theorem in special cases and showed that it has an application to continuous functions on the 3-sphere. In [l] I also showed that the theorem would no longer be true if one would ask for y = y.
More generally, we say a class ak of ¿-tuples of points in a compact topological space 5 has property p, if every real-valued map / of 5 maps all the points of a ¿-tuple 2/Gc* into a single point. Here and throughout the paper, compact means sequentially compact. Thus if .S is the w-sphere Sn and an+i the class of orthogonal (« + l)-tuples on S, then the Kakutani-Yamabe-Yujobo-Theorem states that c"+i has property p.
We call the topological product of a line with 5 cylinder over S and denote it by CiS). Points of CiS) will be written (x, X), where x is a real number, XCS. A continuous curve in CiS), x(t), Xit), -oo < / < «o , will be called a rain over 5 if x(/) tends to + <» when / tends to + oo. A roof over 5 is a compact set in C(5) which has a nonempty intersection with every rain over S. A class crk of ¿-tuples in S has property P if to any roof R over 5 there exists a ¿-tuple SßGofc and an x such that (x, X) C P for every X C 2».
Since every real-valued map/ of a compact space S is associated with the roof (/(A"), X), property P implies p. Now let Xi, ■ ■ ■ , Xn+i be an (w + l)-tuple of points on the nsphere Sn whose spherical distances satisfy diXi, X¡) = diXi, X¿)
(1 á * < j s » + i).
Let Tn+i be the class of (w + l)-tuples obtained by applying a rotation
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to our particular Xu • • • , XH+i. Then the methods of YamabeYujobo [2] show that rn+i has property P.
We say a sequence 2¡i, 22, If <jk is a class of ¿-tuples in 5 and ti a class of /-tuples in T, then we define uXr to be the class of the following ¿-/-tuples in the topological product S XT. The ¿-/-tuples of crXr consist of all pairs of the type (X, Y), where X runs through a ¿-tuple 2 of crk and, for given X, Y runs through an /-tuple Tx of n. For example, if S = T is the space of real numbers modulo 1 and cr2(a) the class of pairs x, x' having x -x'=a, then <r4(a, ß) = (72(a) Xcr2(/3) consists of quadruples (x, y), (x, y+ß), (x+a, y), (x+a, y+ß). Theorem 2. Assume ak has property P in S, n has property P in T and ti is closed. Then aXr has property P in SX T. Proof. If (/", Y") is a sequence in GiN), then (x(/"), A(/"), Yn)CR has a subsequence convergent to some (x, X, Y)CR. For this subsequence x(/"), and therefore /", is bounded, and /" will have a limitpoint to where x = x(/0), A" = A"(/0). Thus (/0, Y) will be a limit-point of (/", Y") in GiN), and C(Ar) is compact.
It appears to be difficult to generalize our results to maps / into
Thus if GiN) were not a roof, there would exist a rain tis), Yis) over T, having no point in G. Then x(/(s)), Xitis)), Yis) would be a rain over SXT with no point in R.
Lemma 2. Let R be a roof over SXT and assume r¡ of T is closed and has property P. Then the set H of points (x, X) in CiS) such that for suitable T(x, X)Ct Then (x, X, Y)CR for ZG2, FGTX and Theorem 2 is proved.
Proof of Theorem 1. If 5 is the space of real numbers modulo 1 and (Tiia) is defined as before, then <r2(a) has property P. This is the one-dimensional case of the generalized Yamabe-Yujobo Theorem. Furthermore, a2 is closed. Theorem 1 is a consequence of these facts and Theorem 2.
